Special place for the people of Helsinki
Helsinki-Malmi Airport is under threat of city
development plans to use the area for housing
purposes. The people of Helsinki and Friends of
Malmi Airport association work to keep the
airport in aviation use. According to repeated
surveys, 67% of Helsinkians support the effort.
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Helsinki-Malmi features rare fauna and flora
after decades of little human interference.
Nature takes care of the balance between hares
and foxes that are common in the area. Rare
bird, bat and insect species are present, as well
as critically endangered wild brown trouts
(Salmo trutta) – see www.longinoja.fi.
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www.rky.fi/
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Helsinki-Malmi Fly-In

Helsinki-Malmi international airport is the main
general aviation airport in Helsinki area, serving
over 40 000 operations annually (2017). It is also
the main Finnish general aviation training base
and an official border crossing point. 75-80% of
operations are training flights. The airport can
serve a variety of aircraft from medium-sized
business jets to small ultralights.

Helsinki-Malmi Fly-In gathers aviators from all
over the world together to enjoy the unique
atmosphere of this historical airport. The Fly-In is
arranged in the end of May, and participation is
free for all.

There are over 3.000 aviator members in active
flight clubs, aviation scouts, DC-3 association and
Friends of Malmi Airport association – among
others.
The airport is located 10 kilometers from Helsinki
city center. It is operated by the Malmi Airfield
Association.
A PPR is required, see ppr.efhf.fi. The airport’s
airspace is uncontrolled (G), but advice is
available from a duty officer during operating
hours. All aviation fuels are available. Up-to-date
service links and latest news can be found at
www.malmiairport.fi.

EFHF – Helsinki-Malmi
est. 1938
Runway: 18/36 1340m x 30m
Malmi traffic 131.250
ATIS 122.700
Fuel 100LL, 98E5, JET-A1
Ops hours 0700-2200 EET
PPR and info www.efhf.fi
Phone +358 20 7545 129
Self-service briefing available
The Fly-In is a get-together of all aviation
enthusiasts. The 2018 Fly-In is also the 80th
Anniversary of the Airport’s inauguration on 15
May 1938 – see www.helsinkiflyin.fi.

How to get there?
The best way to arrive is, of course, by plane or
helicopter. The airport is open from 0700 to 2200
hrs EET. The airspace is uncontrolled and located
under Helsinki-Vantaa TMA. Helsinki-Malmi
airspace extends to 700ft MSL.
Public transport, taxis and local aviators are
available for transportation. A bus stop is just 500
meters from the world-famous main terminal, a
key remaining example of 1930’s aviation era.

